UMS Group’s Performance Accelerator Product Suite delivers dynamic, drill-down analytics, providing
deep insight and root cause analysis to improve key metrics, manage costs, and ensure maximum value
from spending strategies. Through data democratization, visualization, availability and a cleansed
“single source of truth”, our solutions drive data confidence and actionable strategies for improvement
and savings.
Our DRx, TRx (Distribution and Transmission Reliability Excellence) and VMx (Vegetation
Management Excellence) solutions help executives, managers, and reliability engineers to
manage key metrics reported to management and mandated by regulators. Theses solutions
enable more effective and timely decision making, improved reliability metrics, reduced O&M
costs, and ensure optimal allocation of spend and maximum value from contractors.

UMS Group’s DRx solution integrates outage event information, circuit / segment / asset data,
and cost and work data from your enterprise systems with UMS Group’s proprietary reliability
benchmark database. It delivers analyses across outage causes, circuit length, asset type and
characteristics, and more and provides drill-through analysis for insights across any combination of time,
organizations, geographies, assets, and reliability improvement programs.

• See real-time analysis of assets, their performance, and cost-benefit tradeoffs
• Correlate individual asset types to outage history, outage cause codes, or the level of work
or cost incurred in corrective maintenance
• Integrate with external data sources such as weather data, traffic data, or differentiated
zones for fire risk, corrosiveness, insulation requirements, wind intensity, heat severity,
and even insect infestation areas

• Migrate data and information contained within separate and disparate systems into a
repository for reliability, productivity and performance analyses
• Create and export new data (i.e., risk factors, vulnerability, predictive outcomes, priorities,
etc.) for use in other systems

• Quantify how much more resilient the system
is today as a result of investments made over
the past several years

• Define which circuits / segments are most
vulnerable to incoming weather and forecast
number of outages that can be expected
• Decide whether to hold over crews on
overtime and where to station crews before
the storm to reduce travel time for
restoration

- John Tukey

• Improve the quality of data and information through use of “outlier identification
protocols”
• Determine anomalies and send alerts / notifications to system operators or dispatchers to
investigate and correct

• Improve targeting of capital investments
• Create end-to-end network models for analysis of
customer impact
• Determine if you realized expected benefits
(savings, etc.)

• For Problem Circuits, implement interventions
commensurate to the underlying causes of outages /
reasons for extended restoration times
• For Poor Performing Circuits, apply statistical
analytics to narrow focus of direct intervention to a
subset of these circuits

• Identify the best place on the system to make certain investments, quantify the projected
benefit of each strategic initiative, and later measure the return on each investment

• Facilitate “deep-dive” analyses at the segment and device level, thus streamlining and
reducing the time from problem identification to well-targeted interventions
• Automate much of your current effort in regulatory reporting of reliability results

• Calculate risk factors for each circuit based on reliability trends, timing of its trim cycle,
presence of reclosers/tie points, number of customers served, timing since the last I&M
patrol, etc. and then prioritize and safely defer low priority expenditures

• Visually review circuit & attribute data
for various devices/segments
• Quickly/easily identify location of ‘at-risk’
assets and components

• Overlay data shapes on top such as
insect infestation data, local municipality
data, etc.

• Expand system insights and quickly
perform root cause analyses
• Perform analyses and answer questions
with speed and agility
• Use the data to drive action

• Benchmark performance of each circuit
with similar circuits of peers across a
variety of dimensions
• Identify key areas for improvement

• Determine where to invest for the best
value – i.e. the first data point shows a
large number of outages and no spend,
highlighting a need for investment

• Save time and money with the ability to
chart and analyze data very rapidly
compared with traditional means such
as Excel

UMS Group’s TRx solution enables transmission executives, managers, and reliability engineers to
manage and report on the key metrics mandated by regulators, providing decision support analytics with
deep insight into over 70 industry recognized transmission system metrics. TRx delivers “analytic insight
at the speed of thought,” helping utilities to manage and target investments in programs that achieve
optimum reliability objectives.

• Benchmark each of your circuits against peer circuits with similar voltage level, length, terrain,
climate zone, etc.
• Set target performance levels for availability and reliability for each circuit based on its
characteristics and then roll the results up to system level performance targets

• Determine if your reliability investments are working (i.e. have the impacts of past investments
lived up to promises of improved reliability, risk reduction achieved, likely climate change
impacts, etc.?)
• Utilize predictive analytics to determine vulnerability to support preparations for major storm
events

• Employ decision support analytics with deep insight into over 70 industry recognized
transmission system metrics
• View metrics from sources such as: EPRI (TOFI, SOFI, MOFI), NERC TADS (SODT, MTTR, MTBF), NA
TX Benchmark (SARI, CARI, FOHMY) and many more

• Highlight deficiencies / gaps in the data
• Correct data issues and complete missing data through initiatives to gather elevation and spans
data, identify orphaned assets/structures, etc.

• Organize, track and document when each circuit (structures, spans, etc.) is inspected
• Link to image library so that senior execs or asset managers can pull up actual inspection photos
associated with specific assets or high priority defects / work orders
• Track / report on compliance that circuits were inspected, defects discovered, and defects
repaired / risks mitigated

UMS Group’s VMx solution enables more effective and timely decision making, drives better
planning to improve reliability metrics, manages O&M costs, and ensures maximum value from
Vegetation Management (VM) contractors. The application combines key data from the VM plan for
each contractor with the actual progress made weekly to document plan vs. progress and make
productivity and safety comparisons. It integrates historical veg-related outage data for each circuit and
segment to project VM risk and the impact on reliability metrics of future VM activity.

• Typically a high cost activity – often the single largest
expenditure within Distribution O&M, with large portions of
T&D systems overhead and exposed to vegetation
• Continual cost reduction pressure; the impact of spend cuts
today often do not show up for years
• Core function almost universally outsourced; fear of being
overly dependent on one contractor
• Tracking contractor activity is intensely manual, requiring
physical field inspection
• Essential capability for storm response
• Area that has historically had little to no automation or tools
with which to manage efficiency or effectiveness

• Analysis and predictions for reliability impacts of the
vegetation management (VM) program

• Trend analyses (costs, productivity, miles/danger trees,
right-of-way acres, etc.) and optimization of trim cycles
• A performance dashboard to track progress vs. plan for the
entire VM program
• Comparative performance of Contractors, Crews, Foresters,
etc.
• Geospatial mapping for planning, analysis, and pattern
recognition
• Cost optimization for all VM spending (for cost reductions
and cost increases)
• A repository that integrates all data required to effectively
manage your VM outreach program

Digitalization => Powerful ‘Mega Trend’
Clients recognize that improved asset condition, risk,
reliability, and operational cost & productivity information
is the next frontier for better asset management decisions,
greater stakeholder transparency and trust, and ultimately
strengthened regulatory proposals. Data Governance is key
to effectiveness of collecting, accessing, analyzing and
interpreting this information.
Companies are not just being asked to accept digitalization, but to
EMBRACE it. This means companies must:
✓ Drive toward greater data access (democratization of data), data
accuracy, and usefulness.
✓ Leverage the IoT, pilot and practice with low cost and lightweight BI
solutions that can provide most of the insights of large scale
applications, but much faster and at dramatically lower costs.

$

✓ Capture benefit of new insights and culture & behavior change,
without the ponderously slow and frightfully expensive overheads of
large enterprise systems. This means FLEXIBLE technology solutions!

UMS Group’s Performance Accelerator Product Suite has been specifically designed to help asset intensive
companies drive and embrace digitalization. Our lightweight, low cost Product Accelerator Solutions deliver
operational and predictive analytics of big data, focusing on SPEED, ACCESS, INSIGHT, & SAVINGS. We help
strengthen situational awareness, enable real time asset management, optimize reliability, quality,
productivity and costs, and leverage artificial intelligence and machine learning (our new frontier). IT’S A NO
REGRETS MOVE!

UMS Group develops software solutions and tools to
help solve challenges, complementing our consulting
services.
Our broad industry experience and
expertise, combined with in-house developers,
results in solutions that are practical and meet real
industry needs. These solutions are designed to be
“right-sized” for you – configured to meet your
current needs and budget, and then grow with your
process and data availability over time. We also
continually evolve our offerings based on market
feedback and observations from our product and
consulting staff.

UMS Group provides breakthrough
consulting services and cutting-edge
tools to utilities and other asset
intensive industries.
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Assess the risk of new and repeat worst performers, up-to-date and at-a-glance

Forecast the risk of each 2-year worst performing
circuit hitting the WPC list for a third year – i.e.,
moving from 57.9% in January to 87.4% in June.
Ensure improvement measures are in place.

INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
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Benchmark your individual circuits against other companies
*Actual demo results

“Your benchmark data shows
that you’re performing very well
with the exception of these 2
circuits.”

“Not yet, but
we will by the
end of the
day.”

“Team, do
we have
improvement
programs
for those
circuits?”

ACHIEVE NEW DEPTHS OF TRANSPARENCY DRIVING ACTION
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Visualize your assets in new ways

Identify “hot spots” or frequently
operating devices; answer questions
like “where are my bare wire vs. tree
related outages?”

Visually review
circuits and
key attributes
of segments
and devices

IDENTIFY AND ADDRESS CRITICAL ISSUES YOU DIDN’T KNOW YOU HAD
Contact us for more information or a demonstration:
Americas +1.973.335.3555
Europe +31.20.561.7033
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